Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
Open House Activities for Friday, February 13, 2015

9:00 - 9:25  Introduction to Chemistry & Biochemistry at Notre Dame
            251 Nieuwland Hall
            Prof. Kenneth Henderson, Department Chair

9:30 - 10:30 Opportunities for Undergraduate Research
            Lobby of Stepan Chemistry
            Lab tours led by undergraduate researchers leave at 9:30, 9:50 and 10:10

10:30 - 11:20 Classroom Visit — Prof. Brandon Ashfeld
            132 DeBartolo Hall
            A lecture in CHEM 10182, a course for first-year Chemistry & Biochemistry majors. Students only please.

10:40 - 11:30 Reception for Parents
            251 Nieuwland Hall
            Parents are invited for refreshments and a question and answer session with chemistry & biochemistry faculty members

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch
            South Dining Hall - East Wing (to the left)

1:40 - 2:40 Lab Tour in Jordan Hall
            326 Jordan Hall